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The medical gas emergency kit 
arises from the need to provide ho-
spitals with a ready-to-use kit to 
cover health emergencies.

In fact, it may happen that you have 
to power a department in the event 
of a failure of one of the mains 
reducers present, or even have to 
move a patient having the need to 
connect a small cylinder for oxygen 
therapy or aerosol therapy.

The kit, which can be supplied either with a comfortable and 
shockproof portable case (waterproof, dust-proof, resistant to 
chemicals in compliance with IP67), or with carpentry to be insta-
laled in critical areas (painted with Kill Sept anti-battery paint and 
Easyentry open), have on its inside compact cylinder reducers 
with hand connection, with a single pressure gauge for an easy 
and immediate reading of the gas present in the cylinder. Sup-
plied with a low pressure medical gas hose, a medical device 
clamped with coupling according to Afnor or Uni standards, with a 
specific gas length of 1.5 meters, which can easily be used to con-
nect the reducers to the gas system, lung ventilators, or any other 
device that requires FU air and FU Oxygen for its operation.



Outdoor box versions are also available

V-KEM-O2AC-U
STORM emergency kit medical 
gases for Oxygen and Air FU, NR 
in a portable shock-proof protec-
tor case, including one bottle 
reducer with Afnor outlet and 
pressure gauge for Oxygen, one 
bottle reducer with Afnor outlet 
and pressure gauge for Air, one 1. 
5 metre pre-clamped hose with 
Afnor-UNI coupling for Oxygen 
(IA-IU), one 1.5 metre pre-clam-
ped hose with Afnor-UNI cou-
pling for Air (IA-IU).RIDT25B+RI-
DT40B+TUB01015IAIU+TUB0301-
SIAIU

V-KEM-02AC-A
STORM emergency kit medical 
gases for Oxygen and Air FU, NR 
in a portable shock-proof protec-
tor case, including one bottle 
reducer with Afnor outlet and 
pressure gauge for Oxygen, one 
bottle reducer with Afnor outlet 
and pressure gauge for Air, one 1. 
5 metres pre-clamped with 
Afnor-Afnor connection for 
Oxygen (LA-IA), one 1.5 metres 
pre-clamped hose with 
Afnor-Afnor connection for Air 
( I A - I A ) . R I D T 2 5 B + R I -
D T 4 0 B + T U B 0 3 0 1 S I A -
TA+TUB0101SIAIA

V-KEM-02-U
STORM emergency kit medical 
gases for Oxygen, in portable 
shock-proof protector case, 
including one cylinder reducer 
with one pressure gauge and 
Afnor outlet for oxygen, one 1.5 
metre hose pre-clamped with 
Afnor-UNI coupling for Oxygen 
(IA-IU).RIDT25B+TUBE1015IAIU

V-KEM-02-A
STORM emergency kit medical 
gases for Oxygen, in portable 
shock-proof protector case, 
including one cylinder reducer 
with one pressure gauge and 
Afor oxygen outlet, one 1.5 metre 
pre-clamped hose with 
Afnor-Afnor coupling for Oxygen 
(IA-IA).RIDI25B+TUB01015IIA

Portable cases



Tipical Dimensions & Weight

Technical Data

- Outside: 41,1 × 32,3 × 16,8 cm
- 5 kg
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